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AN ANALOGUE OF SIEGEL'S 0-OPERATOR FOR
AUTOMORPHIC FORMS FOR GL„(Z)

DOUGLAS GRENIER

Abstract. If 5ePn is the symmetric space of n x n positive matrices, Y £

S^P„ can be decomposed into

n o\Ar>      o     \/i rx,
\x I) \   0    vl/("-l)Wj \0   I J '

where W £ SffPn-X . By letting v —► oo we obtain the ^-operator that at-

taches to every automorphic form for GL„(Z), f(Y), an automorphic form

for GL„_!(Z), mW).

1. Introduction

The action of the modular group SL2(Z) on the upper half-plane of complex

numbers, z — x + iy, y > 0, is well known. If we identify z with the matrix

K   ri* )=y-i(l 2x 2]
\y~xx   y~xxz+y)    y     \x   x2 + y2J

we have identified the upper half-plane with the space of positive definite 2x2

real matrices of determinant one. Let ^„ be the symmetric space of positive
definite n x n real matrices (or positive definite quadratic forms). Further, let

<9*Pn denote the subspace of matrices with determinant one. The case above

is zz = 2. Also, define Tn = GL„(Z)/{±I} , with I the n x n identity matrix.

With only slight modification we could have taken Tn to be SL„(Z)/{±I} for

even zz and SL„(Z) for odd zz. If zz is odd SL„(Z) s C7L„(Z)/{±/} anyway.
This paper can be followed with either choice of T„ .

If y £ r„ and Y £âa„ , F„ acts on £Pn by sending Y to Ty Yy, where Ty

is the transpose. We will use Siegel's notation Y[y] for Ty Yy . An automorphic

form for T„ is a function f :£?„-> C satisfying the following conditions:

(i) / is an eigenfunction for all the C7L„(R)-invariant differential operators.

(ii) f(Y[y]) = f(Y) for all Y £ &n and y £ Yn .
(hi) If Ps(Y) is Selberg's power function defined by p~s(Y) = JJ"=X \Yj\ sj

for s £ C" then there are C > 0 and s £ C" such that \f(Y)\ <

C\p-s(Y)I as the upper left determinants \Yj\ -» 00.
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The differential operators in condition (i) have the basis

\ 2 dy0 3y„„   /

here L2 is the Laplace operator on ¿Pn . Selberg [8] showed that integral oper-

ators could be used in place of the differential operators.

For the rest of the discussion, we will be primarily concerned with the sym-

metric spaces SPPn . For Y £ S?Pn we will use the decomposition

1      Tx "

0    In-l\ '

V >0 ,   W £&Pn-X  ,  X€R""'.

Here the square bracket notation has the same meaning as before. It may seem

a little strange at first to decompose Y in this fashion, but as was shown in [3]

this generalizes the identification of the upper half-plane to S?P2 to the spaces

S?Pn in a convenient fashion. For the matters at hand, W £ S^P„-X means

that for fixed v , f can be thought of as a function of W, and so a function
on <9?P„-X.

The goal in this paper is to stick as closely as possible to the classical ap-

proach to the study of Maass wave forms. There will also be some analogies to

Seigel's modular group, Spn(Z), which also is a generalization of SL2(Z), and

which acts on the generalized upper half-space H„ = {Z = X + iY \ X ,Y £

R"x" , Y £ 3Pn} . For more details see [7]. Most importantly, there will be

an analogue of Siegel's <f> operator which sends modular forms on Sp„(Z) to

Sp„-X(Z). If f is an automorphic form on Y„ there will be associated to it an

automorphic form f\<p on r„_i by letting v —> 00 .

There is one more analogue to Siegel's modular group worth mentioning. A

fundamental domain for S"Pn is a subset of S^Pn which covers the whole

space by the action of Tn without any overlap other than on the boundaries.

In other words it is equivalent to the quotient space S^Pn/T,,. There are

many choices of fundamental domains that could be used, but the domain

developed in [3] was designed specifically to have the "right" boundaries to

be most compatible with the study of automorphic forms. This fundamental

domain, ¿?~n , is defined to be the subset of -S^Pn satisfying the following three

conditions:

(i) (a+ Txc)2 + v"l^-x^W\c\> 1 for any a £l , c £ Z"~x, and (a T¿) £

r„;
(ii) W£9n_x;

(iii) 0 < xi < \ , \Xj\<\ for j = 2, 3,...,«- 1.

In this definition we again used the decomposition (1).

In [3] it is also shown that S^ as defined has only a finite number of boundary

portions, i.e., condition (i) requires only certain a and c forming the first

column of a matrix in Tn . Having a finite number of boundary conditions is

quite important if the fundamental domain is to be useful at all. Also in [3] it is

seen that two of the most important features of ^ are the boundaries defined

by condition iii) for the x¡ , and the behavior as v —» 00 .

Y-    V ° 11) Vo     vxK"-^W )
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Since for all but Xi the distance between boundaries of the x¡ is a period

of e2Kimix', &n will be most convenient for studying Fourier expansions. As

far as the behavior as v —► oo, consider condition (i) above. As v —> oo,

vn/(n-l)W[c] > l as long as W[c] > 0. However, this is always so, as W e

Si'Pn-X . Condition (ii) then puts W £ ^n-\ ■ As v —» oo, we approach what is

called a cusp of SFn , and this cusp consists of !¥n-X and its cusps. This is quite

similar to the Satake compactification for the Siegel modular group. This also

gives the first hint that if we take an automorphic form for Tn , f(Y), and let

v —► co, we should see something related to a form for r„_i, as a function of
W.

2. Special functions on ¿Pn

Maass wave forms, which are the automorphic forms defined above when

n — 2, have Fourier expansion

(2) f(z) = ay* + byx~s + £ amyxl2Ks„xl2(2n\m\y)e2*imx,

m¿0

where X can be written as A = s(s - 1) if A/ = Xf. Ks(y) is a Bessel function

which can be defined as

(3) K,(y) = \[
ts-le-(y/2)[t+l/t]dt

Lebedev [5] illustrates that Ks(y) ~ yfn/2ye~y as y —» oo. Thus for Re(j) > 1

in (2) above we see that f(z) ~ ays as y -> oo. We shall want to use gener-

alizations of these Bessel functions in the Fourier expansions of automorphic

forms for T„ to obtain similar asymptotic results. The situation for T„ is

more complicated, however, so we will define two generalizations of the K-

Bessel function. The first is a slight variant of a function studied by Bengtson
[1] and Terras (as in [11, Vol. II]). Define

(4) kn-i(s,r,Y)= [        P-s(y-x\1   °j])e2«,Trudu

for 5 £ C""1, r 6 K"_1 , Y £ S?Pn , and where p~s(Y) is the power function

defined earlier. This is a reasonable generalization since, for s £ C, we may

note that:

kx \s,r,
y~x    0

0    y

/oo (y2 + u2)~se2nirudu

-oo

2^r(í)-1|r|í-1/2y1/2A:j_i/2(27r|r|j;)   ifr^O,

Ta)T(s-\)Y(s)-xyx-s ifr = 0.

The power function is an eigenfunction of the C7L„(!)-invariant differential

operators, so we find that kn-X(s, r,Y) is also.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to get the required asymptotic results from this

version of the Bessel function on <^„ . There is another generalization of the
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Ä^-Bessel function that will prove useful—one that is defined to point out simi-

larities with the ÄT-Bessel function as in (3). For s £C" and A,B £3°n, and

if dpn is the C7L„(R)-invariant volume, define

(5) Kn(s \A,B)= f      p_s(Y)e^AY+BY^dpn(Y) .

This function can also be extended to singular B with s suitably restricted to

make sure the integral converges. It is easily seen that for a, b > 0 and s £ C

Kx(s \a,b)= f' v-'e-^-1)^ = 2 (I)*'2 K.s(2Varb).
Jo y      ybJ

Since the .K-Bessel function has functional equation K-S(y) = Ks(y),

Kx(s\a,b) = 2(fY'2Ks(2Vat5).
We have now seen two generalizations of the Ä>Bessel function, and have

seen that each does indeed reduce to the Ä^-Bessel function. It should come as

no surprise, then, that there is a relation between the functions defined in (4)

and (5). First, we need the a3,, version of the Y function:

Tn(s)= f      ps(Y)e-T^dpn(Y)
<Y(i3°n

for s £<£" with Re(SjH-\-sn) > ^ , j = I, ... , n . Yn can now mean two

different things, but which should be clear from context. It is also clear that

this r„ is the ordinary Y function for n = 1. We have the following, due to

Bengtson [1] (also summarized in [11, Vol. II]).

Lemma 1. For s £ C"_1, let s = (sx - ¿, s2, ... , sn-X). If the coordinates of s

are restricted to suitable half-planes, we have

r„_i(-s)rc„_,(s,r, Y) = K("-x)l2v^n-x^2Kn^x(s \vx^"-x)yV , v[nTr])

lJ  *  = \ o    vm»-»w) ■

Since r £ R"_1 , v[nTr] is an zz - 1 square matrix, but it has rank 1.

As previously indicated, the definition of Kn(s | A, B) could be extended to

singular B for suitable choices of s. The fc-Bessel function is an eigenfunction

of the GL„(R) invariant differential operators, and so we expect it will appear

in Fourier expansions of automorphic forms. However, as v —» oo , it is easier

to see what happens if we use the integral representation (5) of the .rv-Bessel

function as in the following:

Lemma 2. For A £ 3°n, b > 0, and s £ C"  with Re(Sj + ■■■ + s„) < ^-,

Kn [s | A, i* g J J approaches 0 exponentially as b -* oo.

Proof.

K„(s\A, (bQ   o)) = jY€p Ps(Y)e-^AY+^ >-^dpn(Y).

Let Y = I[T] with T upper triangular. Then P-S(Y) = Y["=x ÇJ with rj =

2(Sj + ■ ■ ■ + s„). Also F"1 = /[ TT~X] and we will write

(tu t'J

V 0 t~x
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If a is the smallest eigenvalue of A , then

Kn (s \A, (g   °)) < 2" f e--*w™l ÎM'r-D jj^-i    jj    rffy

7=1 1<<</<«

£2„   r    -aTrt/m^E^^JJ^o-;      TJ      ,/,..,

7=1 l<i<j<n

where the 2" is the Jacobian of the change of variables and txx = if,1. Since

e-b¿Z"jt[J)2 < e-b'n , it follows that

xf[[    e-<t*p-Utjj     n    /     e-<dtu

< 2« (^)["(""1)1/4n (r (;-Re/j-1) a(—7+0/2)

7=2

)(1
,0,

/aN(Rer,-l)/4 -

x2-".2(^) tf(Rer,)/2(2v^)

27tw«-i)]/4ir[«(«-i)]/2 rr /r /;-Rer;- 1\ flRer//2\

/^vRen-l/4

x (jj K(Reri)/2(2Vab).

For the convergence of the T functions we need Re(s; -l-h sn) < UÀ and

since Ks(y) < ^/%/2ye~y for y > 0 (see [5]) the lemma is proved.

Yet a third special function on £?n related to the 7?-Bessel function is the

Whittaker function. This appears in the Fourier expansions of many authors

including Bump [2] and Shalika [10], whose methods we will discuss in the next

section. For 5 e C"_1, r £ R"_1 , and Y £ S?Pn the Whittaker function can
be defined by

(6) W(s, r,Y)= [      p-s(Y-x[TN])e2ni^rjXjJ+> dN

where JV is the nilpotent subgroup of ¿Pn of matrices TV,

/l Xij

N=i       ,.

\0 1

and dN = IIi</<;<ii dx¡j . When n = 2 the Whittaker function virtually coin-

cides with the /V-Bessel function; when zz > 2 the Whittaker function can be

expressed as a Fourier transform of the Zc-Bessel function (4). For s £ C"~x,
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r £ tn-1 , and 7 g S"Ph :

W(s,r,Y) -l
(

k„.

Xu€R

s,(rx,0,...,0),Y

V

1    0   •••     0
0    1    •••    xij

0 1
m-l

ew^'Ww    n    dxij.
2<i<j<n

By this, the zc-Bessel functions are also Fourier transforms of the Whittaker

functions. This enables one to relate Fourier expansions of automorphic forms

for T„ in Whittaker functions to those involving zc-Bessel and thus v£-Bessel

functions.

3. Fourier expansions of automorphic forms

As mentioned previously the Fourier expansions for Maass wave forms (2)

involve the usual vV-Bessel function. In particular, if Es(z) is the Eisenstein

series

Es(z)=       £      lm(yz)=   £ >^,

where Too is the subgroup of Y = SL2(Z) containing matrices ( ¿ ™ J, zrz £ Z,

and y = f ac bd\ for y e Y, it can be shown to have a Fourier expansion of the

form

Es(z) =ys + yl-sAil~J] + tt^ E l"l,_l/2^-2s(n)yx/2Ks_x/2(2n\n\y)e2^"x ,
Ms)        A(s)

n¿0

where A(s) = n~sY(s)Ç(2s). Many authors have generalized this to Eisenstein

series for Yn and in particular for C7L3(Z). For Y„ let us consider a special type

of the more general Eisenstein series introduced by Selberg [9]. For í e C"~x

and Y £S?Pn define

(V) En(s,Y)= Y, p-s(Yiy])>
y<¿r„/ra

where as before Too is the subgroup of Yn of upper triangular matrices. This

series converges for Re(s,) > 1, and has analytic continuation for each of the

Sj variables (the ideas for the analytic continuation go back to Selberg as in [8,

9] and are summarized by Terras in [11]). Vinogradov and Takhtadzhyan [13]

obtained Fourier expansions of E^(s, Y) involving products of the usual K-

Bessel functions; Imai and Terras [4] and Terras [11] considered more general

Eisenstein series on Y$ and obtained Fourier expansions with matrix zc-Bessel

and TA'-Bessel functions; Terras also discusses how to extend the Chowla-Selberg

method to expand certain Eisenstein series on Yn in [12]; Bump [2] uses Whit-

taker functions in his Fourier expansions of Eisenstein series on T3. Following

these examples we expect to see Fourier expansions of automorphic forms on
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r„ look like

f(Y) = ao(v,W)+   Y,      E    ^("-1)/2
(o\ mez"-1 ser„_,/p
\°> myiO

xK„-i(s, vlK"-VW[g] , v[nTm])e2,liTxgm,

where the v, W, and x come from the decomposition (1), P is a parabolic

subgroup of r„_i to be defined shortly, and j € C""1 in the argument of the

7^-Bessel functions is determined by the eigenvalues of the differential operators

acting on /.
Recall that for Maass wave forms (automorphic forms for zz = 2) the eigen-

values were written A = s(s - 1). One reason for this is that if A is the Laplace
operator on S^P2, then Ays — s(s - \)ys and ys is the power function on

S?P2. Since the Eisenstein series is a summation of the power function over
the modular group and A is C7L2(R)-invariant, the eigenvalue corresponding

to Es(z) is s(s - 1). If / is any Maass form and Af = Xf, then A can be

written as s(s - 1) (the other solution of s(s - 1) = A is 1 - s).
For S?Pn , we have the Lj as defined earlier determining the ring of dif-

ferential operators, with L2 being the Laplacian. Explicitly, in terms of the

decomposition (1), we have

ZZ -   1      -,   d2 1 O nlln-Urrr
An =-v2—.r-v—+v"l("  X)W

n       dv2     n   dv

d

dx~j
+ A„_i

inductively expressing the Laplacian on SPP„.   Then the eigenvalue of A„

corresponding to the power function, P-S(Y), and hence to the Eisenstein series,

En(s, Y), (7), is

A=^-(si+c;,)U- 1+6-
n   v '    "T        " ™     n-\

+ ^—¡-te + 6) U2-1 +&-;—H + ••• +2^-1(^-1- l).

where for convenience we define

1     "_1
ij = ——-. E (" ~ k^sk '        j=l,2,...,n-2, ¿;„_2 = 0.

J k=j+l

For any automorphic form / we will have zz differential equations Ljf = X¡f.

Then we can find î e C""1 satisfying the various relations determined by the Xj

when f = En(s, Y), in particular the one for the eigenvalue of the Laplacian

above. Since the zc-Bessel function (4) is defined by the power function we

expect the Fourier expansion of / with eigenvalues determined by s £ C" to

involve kn_x(s, r,Y).

Since f(Y) is invariant under matrices of the form í¿  ¡\ with è e Z"-1,

there is a Fourier expansion

(9) f(Y) =   Y   aN(v,W)e2«iTxN,

/vez"-'
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again decomposing Y as in (1). The a^ can be expressed as

• 1     /•! r\

aN(v,W)= f   f .. f f(Y)e~2*iTxNdx.
Jo Jo      Jo

Lemma 3. For g £ Yn-X, agN(v , W) = on(v , W[g\).

Proof. If g £ r„_,, then (¿ j) e r„ , and

1    01      (v~x 0

0   g\ ~ \  0 zj'/C-1)^

TX 0
0 VU(n-\)W

J~X 0
0 vx^"-xsiW[g]

Then, with ün(v , W) as defined above,

1    h
0     I

T

g

1    0
0   g

1    <xg

1    T

0

V
0 vlK"-VW[g]

v~x 0
0 vV(n-\)W

i

aN(v,W[g]) = j f

-/'

-/'

-/'

= ( f(Y)e-2mTugN du

0 1    Tx

0    I

1    Txg~x

ZJ-' 0
0 vxl"-xW

v~x 0
0 vxl"-xW

0
1    rvx

0    g

Txg-X

xg

I

e-2xiTxNdx

e-2niTxN dx

"TxNdx

e-2xiTxNdx
1      0
0   g~x

= agN(v, W),

where we made the change of variables x = Tgu.

If ex is the first standard unit vector for R"_1 , let a¡(v, W) be short for

ajei(v, W). Then, by Lemma 3, On(v , W) = Oj(v, W[g\) for some g such

that gjex = N  (j will be the gcd of N). Then, define P to be the parabolic

subgroup of r„_! consisting of matrices of the form i^1   *,) with g' £ Yn-2.

Note that for g £ P, gex = ±ex. Thus the series (9) becomes

(10) f(Y) = a0(v ,W) + Y     E    a^v ' w^S\)e2%l *** .
7¥0 *er„_,/7>

In [2] Bump shows how to translate Shalika's adelic version of Fourier expan-

sions of automorphic forms into the classical approach we are trying to follow,

at least for t7L3(R). Extending these ideas to C7L„(R) yields

f(Y) = ao(v,W)+   E       E    a-
mez"-1 *er„_,/p

m¿0

xW-(s,m,(VQ     vmn-vW[g]))e
i  i   -2ni Tx gm
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where W(s, m, Y) is the Whittaker function (6). Since the zc-Bessel functions

are Fourier transforms of the Whittaker functions, the Fourier expansion of /

can also be written

f(Y) = ao(v,W)+   E       E    ^
.... mez"-'?er„_i//'
(11) m^O

x/c„_, (s,m, (j0l   vM(nQX)W[g]))e2niTXgm-

See [11, Vol. II] for details. Also note that the am here are different from

above.

Note that in the expansion (9) the a„ would be

an(v,W)=       Y, E    amk»-i(s,m,(vQ     vy(n-i)wm
nez-1      Aer„_,/p v v

gcd(m)=gcd(/¡)      hm=N

and this satisfies Lemma 3 since

aN(v,W[g])Y     E    amkn-i(s,m,\J0     vi/(«-nW[gh]))

hm=N

= E E       amK-\  [S, m,   í     0        v\l(n-\)Wrn^
m   gher„_x/p v v

ghm=gN

= agN(v , W)    since %cd(gN) = gcd(iV).

Finally, by virtue of Lemma 1, we can summarize the results so far as

Theorem 1. An automorphic form f for Yn, with eigenvalues determined by

s £C", has Fourier expansion

f(Y) = ao(v,W)+   Y        E    ^(""1)/2
ti oí mez"-'   ger„-x/p
y-ljC> m¿0

x K„-i(s | vll{"-^W[g] , v[nTm])e2niTxgm.

Now it is time to examine the a0 term more closely.

4. Automorphic forms on Y„ and r„_i

Once more we look to the Eisenstein series to provide an example.  Recall

(7):

En(s,Y)=    Y   Ps(Y[7]).
yer„/roc

Since the power function is invariant under the action of upper triangular ma-

trices,

p-s(Y)=p^((v:i  ,/(n°_X)u/))=v^p_AW),0        7jl/(n-l)H/^ ^

where if Ts = (sx, s2, ... , sn-X), then  Ts' = (s2, ... , sn-X), and as before

Sx = ¿íi:nk:\{n-k)sk.
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Ti
If we write y £ Y„ as y = (a £ ), then

ív-x[a+Txc) + vxl("-X)W[c] 0 \

J      V 0 v~x[Tb+ TxD) + vx/("-Vw[D]-v'[Tx']J

1     Tx

0      /

where v' = v~x[a+ Txc] + vx'(-"~xs>W[c] and

T , _ (a+ Txc)v-x(Tb+ TxD)+ Tcvx^"-X)WD
x — : •

v'

Then

P-s(Y[y]) = (vT^^'P-s'^W)1^"-^ ■ (vv')~l W[(a + Txc)D -c(Tb+ TxD)))

and

En(s, Y) = vil+íl    Y   ((a + Txc)2 + v"'in-X)W[c])-Sl+s>+2s*+-+{"-i)s-1

yer./Too

x p_s,(W[(a + Txc)D -c(Tb+ Tx£>)]).

As v -> oo , all the terms in the series will approach 0 because of the ti"/*"-1)

term, if s is chosen to make the exponent negative, except for when c = 0. In

this case a must be ± 1. Then as v —> oo ,

Em(s,Y)~v*«'      Y     P-AW[D]).
z>er„_,/r00

So
En(s,Y)~vs^E„-i(s',W).

This is another indication that we should be able to obtain some sort of analogue

to the (/»-operator previously mentioned. We begin by stating the following
theorem. The proof is made somewhat more difficult than the case of Siegel's

modular forms since we are not dealing with analytic automorphic forms.

Theorem 2. If f(Y) is an automorphic form for Y „ with eigenvalues determined

by s £ C" , then define

f\cp(W)= lim zj-*'-«'/(F),
v—>oo

where Y = (v0   vinn\wj   ¿   ¡\.  Then f\<p(W) is an automorphic form for

r„_i.
Proof. Consider the Fourier expansion (12). We have AT-Bessel functions

Kn-i(s | A,B), where A = vx^"-^W[g], and B = v[n Tm].   If   rzzz =

(zni, ... , zn„_i) and zrzi ̂  0, then we have

D 2   / n 2     ( ™2     0\  [1B = irlv(mtmj)i} = iilv I   Qx    Qj
nv, ™¡i-\

mx

0 I
b   0 ,.
o o'[c]'

where b - n2vm\ and c is as above. From definition (5),

a;_i(j\a,b)= (      p^s(Y)e-^AY< >v-lUpn-i

= / p.s(Y)e-T«AY< >^dpn-X(Y)
JyY€&„-X
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Let U = Y[c ']. Since the power function is invariant under the action of

upper triangular matrices,

Kn-i(s \A,B)= f        p_t(U)e--*l*#>«l >-^dpn-X(U)
JY€¿>°„-X

= KH-i(s\A['c],  (g   °)).

If a is the smallest eigenvalue of A, then both a -> oo and b -» oo as

v —> oo. By Lemma 2, K„-X(s\A, B) —► 0 exponentially. Thus all the terms in

the expansion (12) with mx ± 0 vanish as v-k». The sum (12) is over all

zn € Z"_1, m ^ 0, so if z«i = 0 there is a smallest j such that m¡^ 0. Then
if we write A and B as

/    0
Tc   I 5=(o   B2)>

where Ax £ ¿P¡-X, A2 £ ¿Pn-j, and B2 — 7i2v(m ."), a formula of Terras

[11, Vol. II, p. 54] shows that

Kn_x(s\A,B) = ^-1)(',-^2M2|(1-;)/VCr1(^r1)r7-i(-^)^-7^2M2, B2).

Here r;_i(-o-i) is the gamma function on «^_i and ox and o2 are deter-

mined from s. Now Lemma 2 can be applied to Kn-j(o2\A2, B2) and we have

shown that as v —> oo all terms in the expansion (12) vanish except ao(v , W).

So as v -* oo, f(Y) ~ ao(v, W). To prove the theorem we must show that

f\(j)(W) — lim^oo v~Si~s,ao(v , W) satisfies the three properties in the defini-

tion of an automorphic form:

(i) f\4>(W) is an eigenfunction for all the c7L„_i(R)-invariant differential
operators: Since ao(v, W) contains no x¡ terms, the operators L¡ reduce to

Lj = LjyV + Ljtw, where L/jt) operates on v alone and the L,^ will be
the corresponding C7L„_i(R)-invariant operator on W £ <9pPn-X . By virtue

of this, f\<f>(W) is an eigenfunction for all the <7„_i(R)-invariant differential
operators.

(ii) For all y £ Yn_x, W £ 5?Pn-X, and f\(p(W[y]) = f\q>(W) : By Lemma 3,
On(v , W[g]) = ggN(v, W) for g £ r„_i . Letting zz = 0 we get a0(v, W[g\) =
ao(v , W) and we have invariance of f\4>(W) under r„_i .

(iii) \f\4>(W)\ < C\p-S'(W)\ for some C > 0, s' £ C"~2 as |^-| -» oo:
Since / is an automorphic form for Yn we start with 1/(7)1 < C|p_,$(7)| for

some C > 0, s £ C"~x as |77| -> oo.

ao(v,W)= [   ! ... ( f(Y)dx,
Jo Jo      Jo

\ao(v ,W)\< j\f(Y)\dx <CI \p.s(Y)\dx

<C f\vSl+i'\ \p-s,(W)\dx<C\vSl+(i\ \P-s'(W)\ .

So we see that l/I^ÍW7)! < C\p-si(W)\ and we have completed the proof of
Theorem 2.
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A cusp form for Yn is an automorphic form satisfying

/ f(Y\a   Xr])dX = 0;        j= 1, 2,...,«- 1.
Jxc(R/z)Jx(»-n     v    L"        J/

When j = 1 this integral becomes ao(v, W) = 0, so for / a cusp form on

r„ , f\<p is identically 0.
It is now possible to rewrite equation (12) as:

f(Y) = a(s,v)f\<t>(W)+    Y        E    "mv(n-l)l2

(l%\ meZ""1   g£Tn-XIP
\li) mjiO

x Kn_x(s | vx'("-x)W[g], v[nTm])e2niTxgm.

Theorem 2 should be quite useful in the study of automorphic forms for Yn

if the corresponding ideas for Siegel's modular forms are any indication. In

[7], Maass proves several results on the space of Siegel's modular forms us-

ing inductive arguments aided by Siegel's ^-operator. We should be able to

prove analogous results in some cases for our automorphic forms for Yn . As

previously mentioned, Theorem 2 goes hand in hand with the behavior of the

fundamental domain, ^ , as v —> oo . Basically, this will allow us to generalize

a theorem of Maass [6] on the integral of a product of two automorphic forms.

The details of this will appear later; here we will just summarize the application

of Theorem 2 to extending Maass' result.

5. The Maass-Selberg relations

In [6] Maass proved the following:

If f and g are Maass wave forms for SL2(Z) with Fourier expansions

f(z) = Y am(y)e2nimx,        g(z) = E bm(y)e2mmx

m€Z m€Z

and DA is the truncated fundamental domain DA = {z £ H \ \z\ > 1,

|x| < j , y < A}, then

(14) f (fAg-gAf)^y = Y(^(A)bl_m(A)-a'm(A)b^m(A)).
Jd* y mez

The proof makes use of the invariance of / and g under SL2(Z) and an old

friend: Green's Theorem. It can then be shown that if / and g have the same

eigenvalue, then amb'_m - a'mb-m = 0 for m ^ 0. Therefore aob'0 - a'0bo = 0

and this leads to the one-dimensionality of the space of constant terms in the

Fourier expansions of Maass wave forms with eigenvalue A. This of course

is trivial in the case of holomorphic modular forms. From this result we can

see that any nonholomorphic form is the sum of an Eisenstein series and a

cusp form (a form with constant term 0) just as in the case of the holomorphic

forms. A second place the integral (14) is useful is in the Selberg trace for-

mula. The parabolic term in that can be transformed into something involving

¡DEs(z)Ej(z)d-^ . If we let A(s) = zr-/2r(f )C(s) and <p(s) = ^M then

/.

r..r(.dxdy <p'(s)  ,  <p(s)A2ir - <p(s)A-2ir _    ,„
Es(z)Ej(z)—^- = 2\o%A- ^-f-f +-r^-+ o(l)

y2 <p(s) 2tr
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for 5 = 2 + ir. This enables one to evaluate one of the most difficult terms in

the Selberg trace formula. For similar work on Y„ for zz > 2 we will need the

corresponding version of (14), an explicit version of the Maass-Selberg relations

on GLn(Z). This was begun in [3], with much of the foundation prepared, but

something was missing. That something is the (/»-operator from the previous
section.

First, let us summarize the necessary preliminaries. The Laplace operator on

¿?Pn can be expressed as

.        n - 1   2 d2       1     d        B/fji_n„rA„ =-v2—^-v— +v"/{n  X)W
n       ov2     n   ov

8

dxji
+ A„_

Also, the r„-invariant volume element is

dpn = v(~"l1)~xdvdxdpn-X,    where dx = dxxdx2- ■ -dx„-X.

Now, define &n* to be

?; = U #>[?]
y£.3n

with 3sn the set of diagonal matrices in Yn, i.e., diagonal matrices with entries

± 1. Clearly ^ is a subset of 9~* and in fact it is easily seen that the volume of

&n* = 2"_1 vol(«^). Then, letting ^A be the truncated fundamental domain

^4 = {7e^ \v < A},'\f f and g are automorphic forms on Yn with

eigenvalues A„f = Xff, and Ang = Xgg, we have

2"~x(Xg-Xf)J f(Y)g(Y)dp„(Y) = j yAng-gAnf)dpn

/. v=A
Ye?'

where we have first changed from the integral over the domain to an integral

over its surface by the general form of Stokes' Theorem and then used the

modular invariance to cancel all but the integral on the surface v = A. Then
as A —> oo this last integral is asymptotic to

Ax-"'2 (a(s,A)^(s',A) - b(s',A)^(s,A)^j x j ^ (f \ <f>)(g \ <f>)dpn-X.
n— 1

We now have the inductive step in going from the Maass-Selberg relations for

r„_i to the Maass-Selberg relations for r„ . We also have a big mess, but we

should see some simplification when we put all the terms together. Also, if /

and g are Eisenstein series of the form (10) with s = (Ä + z>i,... , A + z>„_i)

and s' = s, then more simplification will occur; we will also know a and b

explicitly (they should be in terms of functions like A(j)).

The ^-operator used here may also help in answering certain questions about

cusp forms for Yn . Clearly, by Theorem 2, if / is a cusp form then f\4>-0,

but one can see that the converse is not true by examining the Eisenstein series

(for GL4(Z))

ai(Y[g])   \ , /   a2(Y[g])   \
E(s,fi,f2\Y)=      Y      ^Y[8])l~Sfx{\a?(ngf\x'2)f2M(Y[g])\x'2JJ¿\\a2(Y[gW/2,
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where / and f2 are Maass cusp forms (for SL2(Z)) and

'ax(Y)       0    \ (I2

0      a2(Y))\0

If we iterate the partial Iwasawa decomposition ( 1 ) we get

7 =
)(o   I2)

7 =

/V
o
o

V o

0

y\'W
o
0

0

yl4/2yï
o

\0

0

ylx'V2/2ys

Xi2

1
0
0

Xi3

*23

1
0

X[4

X24

X34

1

Then we see that for Re s sufficiently large

E(s, fi,f2\Y) = (y2xßy2)sfx(zx)f2(z2) + Y( ),

8*1

where Zi = X12 + iyx y2 , z2 = X34 + zV3. Write g = (£ £j , where

A,B,C,D are 2x2 integral matrices. Then ax(Y[g]) = ax(Y)[A + XC] +

a2(Y)[C]. Then for Res > 0, as yx -»• 00, the |íZi(7[^])|_í term in the series

goes to 0 unless C = 0. Since g £ Y4/P(2, 2), if C = 0 take g = I. So

we see that E(s, fx,f2\Y)~ (y2xPy2)sfi(zx)f2(z2) as yx -» 00. If y2 < m,
since /1 is a cusp form, E(s, fx, f2 | 7) —► 0 as yx —* 00 , and so E \d> = 0.
(This example was suggested by the referee.) This example also shows that there

ought to be another sort of «/»-operator, call it (f>2 , associated with the maximal

parabolic P(2, 2). This operator should send the Eisenstein series above to

/1 f2. In general there should be one of these types of operators for each cusp.

After working out the details of this perhaps one could obtain information on

Fourier coefficients by comparing ways of sending a form on GLn(Z) to one

on C7L2(Z).
Instead of decomposing 7 e ^P„ as ( 1 ) use

'1 x,

(15) Y = D
.0 1 .

with D a diagonal matrix (the first entry would be v~x, and so on). This can

be obtained by using (1) and then repeating for W £ SfiPn-X , and continuing

to repeat this until we get (15). Clearly the (/»-operator will be compatible with

this process, and it should also be possible to say something similar about the

/c-Bessel functions.

Most of the work on automorphic forms for GL„(Z) makes use of Fourier

expansions in Whittaker functions as in [2]. It would be nice to do the 4>-

operator result using these Fourier expansions as well, but the integrals defining

Whittaker functions seem to have problems with convergence, as do those for the

fc-Bessel functions. This was what made it necessary to introduce the second

type of AT-Bessel function. Perhaps the problems with Whittaker functions

could be handled in the same way.
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